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The Navan Community Association Presents

Music in the Park
Starting at 7 p.m.

June 15 Centralaires Concert Band
June 22 Green Martini (Rhythm ‘n’ Blues Band)
June 29 Nepean Concert Band

Bring your lawn chair and join us at the Navan Fairgrounds Domes
(or the Curling Club if inclement) for some FREE family friendly entertainment.
More details to come!

Cartoon by Jeff Amey

Sponsored by Waste Canada Connections – FOMB Community Fund
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President: David Grattan
Secretarial Team: John Ladds and Mark O’Donoughue
Treasurer: Hal MacPherson
Instead of giving a report – we decided to use our
space to advertise our golf tournament. As I write
this we have had a very strong response from players
and from our sponsors. It seems that our community
has been missing the opportunity to participate in
something like this! We are in need of a bit of fun. We
look on it as a return to normality! So dust off the
clubs! This is an invitation to take part in our Annual
golf tournament. This will take place on Friday, June 10
at Bearbrook Golf Course with teams of four playing
nine holes from a 9.30am start. The entry fee includes
your green fee (nine holes) use of a golf cart, morning
snack and coffee upon arrival, BBQ hamburger lunch
after the round and contest opportunities. Players also
have the opportunity to bid on an extensive list of golf
items and other merchandise and services in our silent
auction. There will be a shotgun start at 9:30 am.
The cost is $95 per person and this payment covers
green fees, a cart, lunch ( BBQ – sausages, hamburgers,
salads and desserts).
You can register individually or as a foursome on the
Navan Lions Website

www.navanlions.ca

Participants will all play the first 9 holes – but also have
the option of continuing on to complete all 18. This
tournament is a fundraiser for the Children’s Make a
Wish foundation.

NAVAN NOTABLES

Last Tuesday I attended the 1st Navan Pathfinders and
Rangers meeting at St. Marys Hall. Angela, the leader
and former Girl Guide, greeted me. She said she got
so much out of being a Guide that she wanted to give
back. As leader for the first time, she wants to give
the girls new experiences like camping trips. There is

nothing like those guide camps and campfires! Then
I questioned the participating girls why they joined
the group. All had definite ideas of why they were
there. For example, Camping was important, making
friendships, meeting other young girls and others from
near and far were all some of their goals.. It was a like
a flash from the past as I listened to their replies to my
question. Other leaders helping Angela were Katie and
Gillian. Before leaving the Hall, I just had to buy some
girl guide cookies. My grand children love them!

Hats off to these 3 women for volunteering and
encouraging the teenagers in their care.
Sheila Minogue-Calver
www.navanwomen.com
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FLOWER BEDS

I would first of all like to apologize for any
inconvenience or confusion caused by our repeated
date changes for the recent NCA Annual General
Meeting. We first tried to stay clear of Easter Monday,
only to find we were coinciding with the Fair Board’s
AGM.
Community Builder’s Wall
The recently been revised and updated application
form for nominations can be found on our website
www.navan.on.ca under “Our Community”. The
deadline for nominations for 2022 is June 30th.
Solid Waste Master Plan
The City continues development of a new Solid Waste
Master Plan, to be completed in 2023. The plan will
guide how they manage solid waste over the next 30
years. As Ottawa grows and changes, they want to
ensure their waste services evolve to meet new needs
and challenges. Nothing has been decided yet – your
input counts!
Managing solid waste is a shared responsibility, and
every resident has a part to play. There are two more
opportunities to express your views.
Tuesday, May 3, 7:00PM-9:00PM, “Let’s talk Waste
Plan options and Multi-residential properties”
Thursday, May 5, 7:00-9:00PM “What to do with the
rest? Exploring residual waste technology options”
To register for the virtual discussions, via Zoom, go to
wasteplan@ottawa.ca Fred Hyde - President
Lots of ways to check us out;
NCA website - www.navan.on.ca
NCA email - nca@navan.on.ca
NCA Facebook Page - https://www.facebook.com/
NavanCommunityAssociation/
NCA Facebook handle - @
NavanCommunityAssociation
Navan Helping Hands Network Facebook (Private
Group - Search for Navan Helping Hands to request
access)
Navan Community Outdoor Skating Rink - www.
facebook.com/NavanCommunityOutdoorSkatingRink/
NCA Instagram link - www.instagram.com/navannca
NCA Instagram handle - @navannca

NCA volunteers have been planting,
maintaining and caring for the flower beds in
the village for quite a long time. Last year, the
NCA received a generous grant from Friends
of Mer Bleue that allowed us to place raised
flower beds in a few strategic locations. This
year, we could use extra help to maintain
them. You do not have to be a gardener! We
are looking for organisations or families that
would commit to watering one flower bed as
needed during the hot summer months. If
that is not feasible, monetary donations are
also welcome to help with the cost of buying
potting soil and flowers. A few hours of your
time would also be appreciated to clean up
the flower beds near the CTAS building on
Colonial. Please contact anmariegp@msn.com
if interested and thanks to those who continue
to take pride in keeping our village beautiful.

Parisien Precast
3678 Dunning rd.
Navan,Ont.
613-824-1401
since 1958

 e welcome our residential
W
neighbours to visit our webpage
for pictures, pricing and hours.
www.parisienprecastconcrete.com

We have a beautiful variety of fountains,
bird baths, religious ornaments, oriental
figurines and pagodas. We can’t forget our
planters, benches and patio sets, animals,
patio slabs, curbs, tree rings and more.
We are experts in exposed aggregate products.
We make custom molds and produce all our products.

parisienprecast@gmail.com
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NAVAN WOMEN INSPIRED (W.I.)

The April meeting was our annual reporting time.
We paid our dues and reported on our activities
for the year 2021-22. Makes me proud of all we
accomplished this past year. For our May programme
we welcome Educator and Elder Elizabeth Osawamick
and Professor Emeritus Shirley Williams who will
speak on the meaning of water in their lives and their
founding of the Water walks. Trudy Irwin, a new
member, will host and introduce the women. Looking
forward to this session. It will begin at 7pm on Zoom
on Wednesday, May 11. If any reader is interested,
call me and give us your email, to join us on Zoom.
We congratulate Jill Noakes, our President for the
upcoming year.

IN MEMORY OF

Dr. Alan C. Rathwell

(February 1,1941 – February 12, 2022)
A Celebration of Life will be held
At the Navan Curling Club
May 28, 2022
Between 1:30 – 4:30 p.m.

Bringing balance to your books & life.

613-429-0137

navanbookkeeping.ca
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The Board of Directors would like to thank everyone
who attended the Annual General Meeting of the
Cumberland Township Agricultural Society on April
19, 2022. We welcomed our new Board members who
have joined us for the 2022 and everyone was excited
to hear that we fully intend to hold a regular fair.

August 4 – 7, 2022
All the regular livestock competitions, mid-way and
exhibits will be in place as well as the concerts under
the Domes, the softball tournament, and special events
(the Ultimutts Dog Show and the Puppet People)
Stay tuned for more details.
MEMBERSHIPS and PASSES

Memberships and Fair passes are now
available from the Fair Office Monday to
Thursday from 10:00AM to 4:00 PM.

ANGLICAN CHURCH WOMEN HOST
AFTERNOON TEA

Saturday afternoon, the first Tea in over 2 years at
St. Marys Hall in Navan was held. The 3 Anglican
churches, from Navan, Bearbrook, and Blackburn
Hamlet, got together to host the long awaited event. It
was a delightful celebration! Reverend Joanne opened
the festivities with a prayer and a lovely welcome back.
AnneMarie Clydesdale greeted everyone. The cheery
waiters, men with white shirts and BowTies, served
trays of sandwiches, scones, and desserts, along with
tea, and more tea! Along with the delicious treats there
was a Gigantic Bake Sale. I always get a kick out of the
rush to the baking tables. I was lucky enough to get a
Gluten Free Lemon Meringue pie! The first in many
many years! Perfect for Easter Dinner dessert the next
day! All proceeds of the Tea are going to the Ukraine
war effort. So caring and generous! Hopefully now the
covid virus will disappear and well be able to enjoy
more days like this past Easter Saturday.
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CONTEMPLATING YOGA

Tips from Sandy Jones, a Certified Yoga Teacher & Accessible Yoga
Ambassador offering Gentle Yoga,
Yoga for Long Covid, Restorative Yoga www.sandyjonesyoga.com

Many people with cancer are choosing integrative
medicine (conventional medicine and complementary
therapies) to help cope with treatment-related side
effects, to support their healing journey.
Many are choosing Yoga.
In 2016, Ram P Agarwal and Adi Maroko-Afek
(Department of Medicine, Division of Oncology,
Miller School of Medicine, University of Miami)
conducted an electronic database search (PubMed)
and revealed 138 relevant clinical trials on the use
of Yoga in cancer patients. A total of 10,660 cancer
patients from 20 countries were recruited in the
studies. Most of the studies reported that Yoga
improved the physical and psychological symptoms,
quality of life, and markers of immunity of the patients,
providing a strong support for Yoga’s integration into
conventional cancer care.
The article presents the published clinical research on
the prevalence of Yoga’s use in cancer patients so that
oncologists, researchers, and the patients are aware of
the evidence supporting the use of this relatively safe
modality in cancer care.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC5769195/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC5769195/table/T1/

makes and models of newer vehicles that are primarily
equipped with a proximity key (i.e. push button start).
The days of thieves needing to enter a vehicle and
spend a little time “ hot wiring” a vehicle to steal it is
an act of days gone by..
Police advise that thieves the majority of vehicle thefts
in Ottawa occur by either:
- Thieves effect entry into the vehicle and use
electronic technology to reprogram a new key after
accessing the vehicle’s Engine Control Module (ECM)
port.
- The less common method is for thieves to use a
device to amplify the signal from the key fob inside the
house to unlock the vehicle and allow it to be started.
To help prevent your vehicle being stolen, consider:
• using anti-theft devices such as car alarms and
steering wheel locking devices ;
• the use of GPS tracking devices, some allow
an alarm/notification if a vehicle leaves an
electronically pre-determined “fenced in area”
without authorization;
• Etching increases the likelihood of the vehicle and/
or its parts being identified and/or recovered by
Police, and as such can also serve as a potential
deterrent;
• Do not leave your vehicle running unattended and
always keep your vehicle locked;
• use of a radio frequency shield (i.e. Faraday Box) to
store your key fob to prevent signal amplification;
• Park your vehicle in a locked garage and block your
newer vehicle in tightly with a second vehicle;
Remember that vigilant neighbours reporting
suspicious activity to police is often the best deterrent.
We appreciate hearing your comments, receiving your
concerns and taking suggestions for future Community Safety
Zone topics. Please feel free to email us at safety@navan.on.ca

COMMUNITY SAFETY ZONE

This months Safety Column is to provide some tips
relating to vehicle theft prevention.
Many of us have heard on the news about criminals
specifically targeting newer Lexus and Toyota SUV’s to
steal directly from driveways. The trend is no longer
limited to Lexus/Toyota products, however, as police
advise that the thefts are expanding to include all
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HIDDEN GEM

Tips from Hana Bland, owner of Unwind Holistic
Health, 1200 Colonial Road, Navan

HOW CULTIVATING GRATITUDE CAN
LEAD TO ABUNDANCE

Have you ever noticed that when we suffer a loss (of any
kind) we become deeply unhappy? We cannot see our
way out of our unhappiness, let alone how we’ll ever
move forward?
This is, because in that moment, we are only thinking
of what we’ve lost. When we focus on loss we focus on
limits, on lack, on scarcity. Limits, lack and scarcity create
fear and fear can make us try to hold on more. However,
life isn’t actually scarce when we find a way to see it.
So, what if we could quickly remember that our life is
abundant? When we cultivate gratitude on a daily basis,
we create the ability to see the positive in a situation more
quickly. We leave no room for resentment, no space for
that void, that feeling of lack.
So when that situation of loss arises, how do we quickly
shift our focus? Let’s try the STOP, LOOK, GO method.
STOP — Learn to be present. Feel the stillness of the
moment. Experience the emotions (but observe them they are not you and they don’t define you) Let yourself
experience quiet. A great way to do this is to get out into
nature.
LOOK — Look for perspective, notice what’s around
you, understand where you are and find something that
you are grateful to take away from the situation. For
example, when we lose someone we can still be grateful
for all the happiness they brought us. This is where your
daily gratitude practice makes you a ninja at finding that
grateful state! The possibilities are infinite.
GO — Move forward, move with the pain and fear
in perspective, where it belongs. Move toward the
possibilities you’ve identified. Remember the last
hardship you went through? What was the good that
came because of it?
“How lucky we are to have things that make saying goodbye so hard” ~ Piglet
The world is abundant; we simply need to learn how to
see that abundance. It is full of possibilities and there is
room in it for everyone. Your own happiness is deeply
personal to you. Nobody can take it away from you, nor
can they give it to you. It is only your perception that
they can, which will rob you of your happiness.
How will you cultivate a grateful state? How will you find
abundance?
Until next time… BREATHE ~ MOVE ~ UNWIND
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THE UNTOLD HISTORY OF NAVAN

THE CHARMING HISTORY OF NAVAN SCHOOLS
“Rules For Bytown Teacher in 1897

1. Teachers each day will fill lamps, clean
chimneys
2. Each teacher will bring a bucket of water and
a scuttle of coal for the day’s session
3. Make your pens carefully. You may whittle
nibs to the individual taste of the pupils.
4. Men teachers may take one evening each week
for courting purposes, or two evenings per week
if they go to church regularly.
5. After ten hours of school, the teacher may
spend the remaining times reading
the Bible or other good books.
6. Women teachers who marry or engage in
unseemly conduct will be dismissed
7. Each teacher should lay aside from each pay a goodly
sum of his earnings for his benefit during his
declining years so that he will not become a burden to society.
8. Any teacher who smokes, uses liquor in any form, frequents
pools or public halls, or gets shaved in a barber shop will give
good reason to suspect his worth, intention, integrity, and honesty.
9. The teacher who performs his labour faithfully and without fault for
five years will be given an increase of twenty-five cents per week
in his pay, providing the Board of Education approves.”

****
Imagine this, if you will: It’s 6:30 am on a cold, winter day and
you’ve just finished the day’s chores. It’s -25 with the windchill
and there’s about 6 feet of snow outside, but alas, it’s time
for school. So, you bundle yourself up first in breeches, wool
stockings, and undershirt, topped with wool trousers, a good
shirt and – often – a wool button-up vest. You then throw your
wool button-down petticoat on, fashioned with your oiled up
un-insulated leather boots with rubber soles, a thick wool scarf
and a woolen flat cap or – if you were lucky – a large fur hat,
and if it was really cold, topped off with a woolen capote. Barely
able to bend thanks to all your layers, you grab your books and
lunch pail, and leave your home for the 1-mile trek through the
snow and winds to your one-room schoolhouse.
Once you arrive at the school, you say hello to your schoolmates
of varying ages before slipping into the schoolroom to help
your teacher light the oil lamps and stuff coal into the wood
stove so that you and your schoolmates can remain warm
and illuminated while learning. Need to use the washroom?
You’ll have to get all bundled up again and trapse down to the
outhouse where there is no running water.
This is school in the 1800s.
In the late 1800s, rural Navan was still fresh and new. Only a few
families had settled but it was quickly growing and continues
to even to this day. As Navan grew, changes needed to be made
to accommodate the growing population which meant that
what was once sufficient would later become insufficient and
adjustments would need to be made – and this was especially
true for the schools of the village. In the 180 years since Navan
became Navan, there have been many versions of schooling in

Navan, from the one-room log shack to the multi-classroom
school that we have at our disposal today.
Thus, my friends, this month’s article will depict the history of
Navan schools. Read on for some cute anecdotes, interesting
historical tales, and comfortable nostalgia.
THE FIRST NAVAN SCHOOL
Although it’s not easy to find in historical documents, I did
manage to find out that the first school was not the one-room
log cabin built in 1860, as many of the history books would
suggest. In fact, the first school was actually in someone’s home.
Malcolm McKinnon (you may remember him from the first two
articles on the Calvin/Colvin families) was actually Navan’s first
teacher, teaching from his kitchen in the home he owned on Lot
10, Concession 9 (our Samuel R. Calvin’s lot), and although he
had no prior training in education, he did what he could to offer
his students the best education possible.
However, with more and more families settling in Navan, an
official schoolhouse was needed.
THE FIRST OFFICIAL NAVAN SCHOOL
The first official schoolhouse was built in 1860 on lot 11,
concession 8 (the current site of Heritage Public School), the
forest edge to the west and the creek to the east. The building
was made of logs and donned
a small bell tower on the
roof. Inside, the walls were
whitewashed with benches
placed neatly in rows, a wood
stove standing at attention in
the middle of the room and the
only decorations were a large
wall clock and an unframed painting of Queen Victoria.
Lancelot Jackson, a Navan pioneer, was the first official
teacher and he continued to teach until Mr. John McCutcheon
took over. For many years he taught the almost 100 pupils
(depending on the day) and a full generation of students by
himself until his son, William, grew up and joined his father as
his teaching aid. Together, they taught a total of 108 students
and another full generation. The Master – as John was called
– often walked up and down the rows as students did their
exercises with a “formidable birch rod tucked beneath his arm
to punish idle boys and girls.”
During the 30+ years that the school was open, many teachers
came and went. Some of the most notable were: Mr. Bradley,
Mr. Calvin Morrow (who later became a doctor), Mr. William
Clarke, Ms. Hamilton, Ms. Maggie McLean, Ms. Maggie
Anderson, and Mr. James Cotton who was principal prior to
Miss. Ross who took over in 1896 when Mr. Cotton followed his
dream of becoming a professional farmer.
In 1896, the newly established school board decided that the
one-room schoolhouse was not sufficient for a proper education
of our boys and girls thus a new school would need to be built.
The board sent Navan resident, John Savage, to go into the city
and purchase all lumber, supplies, and materials required to
build this new school.
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NAVAN PUBLIC SCHOOL

The second school, called Navan Public School, started
construction in 1896 just west of the first school on lot 11,
concession 8 and officially opened in January of 1897. This new
school was made of brick and had two large school rooms which
meant they could now officially have two teachers. Miss. Ross
remained as principal for a number of years, with Ms. Wood as
her assistant. When Miss Ross retired near 1912, Mr. Kenneth
Macaskill replaced her as principal. There is an old legend of
this man walking through the halls with a folder tucked beneath
his arm which held all the students who were successful during
his tenure there. Some of those children included: Lyla Savage,
George McCullough, Sarah Rathwell, Vinton McFadden, and
Robert Armstrong. This new school was just near the creek
which students often visited during breaks. Here is a little story
told by Phoebe Rathwell in the 1921 school yearbook: “The creek
running past the school afforded much amusement and, with
skating and sliding in winter and playing by or in it in summer,
time was spent very pleasantly. The
boys used to build rafts and float
down the creek on them. Once, some
boys – inspired by love of fun, put
on of their numbers – a very timid
lad – on a raft and sent it down the
creek. The raft upset and the peals of
laughter from the boys on the bank,
as they dragged him out, could be
heard at the village.”
Around 1901, the new 2-room schoolhouse had gotten too big
for its breeches, thus, a third school room opened up across
the street in the old Orange Hall with Miss. Minnie Copping
leading the class. All lower grades from the 2-room school
were transferred to this new third classroom where they would
remain until 1914.
Some teachers who taught at this school included: Miss. Minnie
Copping, Mr. Herbert Montgomery, Miss Alice Shaw, Mr. Lorne
Malloy (who later enlisted in the South African War), Miss.
Laura Shaw, Mr. Percy Dunning (who later became a doctor),
and Bessie Cummins (just to name a few).
Some students you would have found on any given day at
the school included family names such as Cotton, Burton,
McDonald, Shaw, Rivington, Clarke, Rathwell, Armstrong,
Bickerton, Bradley, and Dagg (again, to name only a few).
However, once again, in 1914, the 2-room schoolhouse was
deemed too small for the growing village and thus, a third
school was erected. The school would later be converted to a
multi-family dwelling.

NAVAN PUBLIC SCHOOL
AND CONTINUATION SCHOOL
In 1914, an impressive 4-room 2-story building was constructed
to house both the
Navan Public School
as well as Navan’s new
Continuation School
which allowed for
students above the
8th grade to continue
their education and
was located at 1279
Navan Continuation School - built 1915 Colonial Road (just
behind where the Navan Arena is now). The bottom floor held
the Navan Public School while the top floor was dedicated to
the Continuation School.
Navan, as well as the surrounding villages, were very proud of
this new school as it was known around town to be the most
modern and best-equipped schools in the surrounding villages
and it was coined “the educational center of the surrounding
districts.” They were so proud, in fact, that they commemorated
their new school in many ways from yearbooks to a school
newspaper called the Navan Knocker. They had even secured
the motto of “Excelsior” as many of the students did not take
for granted their ability to attend classes and enhance their
education.
Between 1920 and 1930, the school only managed to publish
two yearbooks. The students who attended during the time of
the 1930 yearbook were very excited to take part after seeing
the potential in the 1920 yearbook. It seems as if each student
partook, each of them including a quote, anecdote, or story in
the yearbook - some were of amusement, some of experience,
and some of gossip! A perfect example of the type of gossip that
was parlayed is “Letter to Ma” written by Jennie Savage where
she writes:
“Ma, the funniest thing has happened. Earl Smith and Eleanor
Cotton have just been having a fight. Now Eleanor has turned
around and is talking to Bill to make Earl jealous. […] Speaking
of Bill, Ma, the other day somebody pinned a piece of paper on
the back of his coat. Everybody knew about it but Bill. Needless
to say, he was very embarrassed and could not find out the cause
of our laughter. Realizing that a practical joker had been playing
a trick on him, he thought the best thing do was to go to the
cloakroom and investigate […] and behold! […] if there wasn’t
a string tied to his coat tail! It bobbed up and down in the most
grotesque manner and sent us into peals of laughter again. This all
happened at noon hours you know, Ma.” (you can view the entire
letter on the NCA Facebook page).
To give you another idea of what it was like to attend Navan
Public School and Navan Continuation School here is an
excerpt from the Tweedsmuir Historical Books that Annetta
Kenny wrote regarding their beloved school newspaper:
Since photos were not as popular then as they are today,
rather than include a photo of the student in the yearbook, the
students came together to create poems and stories about each
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student beneath their names.
In one section, they included
a column of all the students’
pet names and their future
ambitions. Some examples of
these were:
Mildred Dagg whose pet
name was Gyp and who
aspired to someday own a
home for stray cats.
Or Muriel Armstrong whose
pet name was Zickie and
who aspired to “overcome
blushing”
Or more serious ones like
Doris Cotton whose pet
name was Sarsaparilla and
who aspired to be an aviatrix. And Bill Rothwell who they
named “Doc” and who aspired to be the premier of Canada.
If a student was not
included in this activity,
they may have had a
poem written about
them, such as these
poems written for John
Bickerton and George
Cotton:
In addition to this, there
were many clubs, activities, and sports teams. They played
softball, baseball, football, and hockey with properly organized
teams whose games were announced in the Navan Knocker,
always beginning a game with their motto: “Play up and play the
game.”
They also organized the Navan Literary Society, the Yearbook
Committee, School Council, and a drama club which held
concerts and theater productions for the school as well as the
rest of the community.
Navan, at this time however, was still behind in the
modernization of many of their amenities such as electricity
and running water. This was not uncommon for rural schools.
Fortunately, however, electricity was finally installed in 1931
and later, in 1960, indoor plumbing was installed which allowed
for indoor bathrooms and water fountains.
Though many teachers taught at this school throughout the
years, there were only a few of them who originally came from
Navan. Those teachers included: Sara Cass, Mattie Rathwell,
Mary Jackson, Annie Dashney, Ethel Rivington, Ethel Rathwell,
Marjorie Savage, Ada Armstrong, and Joyce Bradley (again, just
to name a few).
In 1952, once again, the school had surpassed its original size –
even after an addition was built onto the back of it years earlier.
Thus, the Continuation School was closed and those students

were sent to the nearest local high school while the Navan
Public School (on the first floor) expanded to the remainder
of the building. The top floor now housed the grade 7s and
8s, much of whom travelled from the surrounding districts to
attend.
Still, however, by 1966, the school had run its course. Walls were
crumbling, there were foundation issues, and there were more
students attending than could be held in this 2-story building.
Plus, the school was no longer the most modern in the district
and was in dire need of an upgrade.
Thus, in 1966, they closed their doors and students were
transferred to a very modern, state-of-the-art school that was
vastly different from what they were used to. Sadly, the Navan
Public School and Continuation School building was completely
demolished in 1977.
MEADOWVIEW PUBLIC SCHOOL

Meadowview Public School opened its doors in 1966 and
was open to all junior level grades (all high school students
continued to attend high school in the city). It contained: 12
classrooms, a library, a gym, a teacher’s lounge, and a nurse’s
office. It was built on the site of the first original school while
they purchased an additional 5 acres from the Savage family
in order to facilitate the size of the school. It served both the
central and southern portions of Cumberland while Riverview
Public School served the northern portion.
This new school was the first of its kind in our little village
and it was hugely celebrated. It continued to serve the
majority of Navan until 2005 when, once again, the school had
become overcrowded and began to deteriorate. At this time,
it was deemed that another school would need to be built to
accommodate Navan and the surrounding areas.
HERITAGE PUBLIC SCHOOL
Heritage Public School
is the one that is in
existence today, however,
it was not without its
trials. Since this new
school would serve to
consolidate two public
schools, there was
much controversy about whether or not this was a good idea.
However, in the end, there was no reversal of the decision and
Heritage Public School opened its doors in 2006. It still stands
today and is Navan district’s only public school. Just as with
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every school that came before it, the students and teachers
hold great pride in their school and are very proud of their
community.
It is one of the unique things about Navan – pride in our
history, pride in our residents, and pride in what we and our
pioneers have been able to establish throughout the years.
And that, my friends, is the history of Navan schools from the
days of our pioneers to now. Pretty interesting how they have
developed throughout the years, eh?
Now, before I go, I’d like to leave you with some smart advice.
Written by F.W.Foley who was asked to offer advice and
experience for the 1930 yearbook:
“1. BE AN OPTIMIST
You can’t turn optimism
Into failure if you try
Nor pessimism to success
And here’s the reason why!
The optimist just keep his head
When things are going wrong
He sees the good in everything
And helps it right along
The optimist is hopeful
In thought and in his speech,
And helps to give new courage
To all within its reach
The optimist is handing out
So much of Faith and Cheer
He’s bound to be successful
Because he knows no fear
But what about the pessimist
Who’s full of hard-luck tales?
He’s always looking for the worst,
And that is why he fails.
Because in this old world of ours
Its well to keep in mind –
That what we look for and expect
Is what we’re sure to find
So pessimism never reads
SUCCESS for you or me
And OPTIMISM never leads
To failure – no siree!
2. HAVE A GOOD LAUGH NOW AND AGAIN
Mrs. Mac. (to husband who is listening in on Sunday evening’s
radio program): ‘Sandy, Sandy, ye mustna laugh like that on the
Sabbath!’
Sandy: ‘Laugh, Wumman! The minister has just announced a
collection and here I be, safe at home!”
‘Yes,’ said Herb, ‘I saw Bill the other day and he was treating his
wife in a way that I wouldn’t treat a dog.”
‘Good gracious!’ said Doc in shock tones, ‘What was he doing?’
‘He was kissing her.’

3. BE A PHILOSOPHER
‘I believe’ said the cheery philosopher, ‘that for every single thing
you give away, two come back to you.’
‘That’s exactly my experience,’ agreed Pa, ‘Last March, I gave away
my daughter and she and her husband came back in April.’
4. – DID YOU?
Did you give him a lift? He’s a brother of man. And hearing about
all the burden he can.
Did you give him a smile? He was downcast and blue, and the
smile would have helped him to battle it through.
Did you give him your hand? He was slipping down hill and the
world, so I fancied, was using him ill
Did you give him a word? Did you show him the road, or did you
just let him go on with his load?
Did you help him along? He’s a sinner like you, but the grasp of
your hand might have helped him through.
Did you give him a good cheer? Just a word and a smile were what
he most needed that last weary mile.
Did you know what he bore in that burden of cares? That is every
man’s load and that sympathy shared?
Did you try to find out what he needed from you or did you just
leave him to battle it through?
Do you know what it means to be losing the fight when a lift just
in time might set everything right?
Do you know what it means – just a clasp of a hand when a man’s
borne about all a man ought to stand?
Did you ask what it was – why the quivering lip? Why the halfsuppressed sob and the scalding tears drip?
Were you brother of his when the time came of need? Did you
offer to him or didn’t you heed?
Don’t you know it’s the part of a brother of man?
Did you stop when he asked you to give him a lift to find what the
grief is and help when you can?
Or were you so busy you left him to shift?
Oh, I know what you meant – what you may say may be true –
But the test of your manhood is, what did you do?
Did you reach out a hand? Did you find him in the road?
Or did you just let him go by with his load?
Until next month!
Visit the NCA Facebook page to see even more photos, original
documents, and record transcripts from the Calvin Family. If
you have an idea for an Untold History story, let me know! You
can contact me at samanthamckeag1@gmail.com

RESEARCH NOTES: All research and investigations were completed by
myself using several online sources which I then verified with public records,
histories, and information to ensure accuracy. Still, however, it is possible
that some of the information herein may not be accurate; I have done my due
diligence, however, room for error is always present. If you have any additional
information that was not mentioned in this article, please do not hesitate to let
me know!
Sources used for this article: Cumberland Township Historical Society, Navan
Historical Society, Ancestry.ca, FamilySearch.org, Ontariogenealogy.ca,
Gloucester Township Historical Society, Tweedsmuir History Books, Volume
2 and 3, oneroomschoolhouses.ca. ©All material and content in this article is
owned and copyrighted by Samantha McKeag.
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CLEANING THE STREETS OF NAVAN

The NCA will be participating in the project
Cleaning the Capital .The official week-end to do
this in Navan is May 14 -15 but you are welcome
to do your street or area anytime. Supplies such
as gloves and plastic bags will be available at 1272
Colonial as of May 1st. You may call in advance
at 613 791 2757 to come pick them up. Details are
available at cleaning@ottawa.ca

MAY

MAY
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GREEN IN NAVAN

Tips for going green by Jackie Lane Moore,
nature-loving Navan resident and
zero-waste blogger at thelovenlife.com

GET GROUNDED

Happy Mother’s Day to all the mamas out there – the new
moms, the grandmas, the adoptive moms and moms-tobe!
Another mother I like to celebrate in May – the Mother of
all Mothers – is Mother Earth. After all, She gives us all the
necessities of life. Practicing appreciation and cherishing
the Earth as a living being deserving of love, respect, and
compassion helps to keep life balanced. It also just FEELS
GOOD to connect to the Earth.
Besides my usual “green”
activities (composting,
repurposing, thrifting,
gardening, etc, etc.), one of
my absolute favourite ways
to connect to and show
appreciation for Mother Earth
is grounding (also known as
Earthing). According to a recent
review of research and clinical evidence, grounding is the
practice of “reconnecting the conductive human body
to the Earth’s natural and subtle surface electric charge,
an effortless lifestyle activity that systemically influences
the basic bioelectrical function of the body.” More simply
put, grounding means going barefoot and/or laying down
outdoors, in nature, having direct contact with natural
conductive surfaces like soil, grass, sand or stone. Not
only does it feel GREAT, but research shows the practice
of grounding provides numerous health benefits –
from improved sleep and mood, to decreased pain and
inflammation, among other benefits. That’s right: the
ground under our feet has the ability to directly influence
and regulate our bodies!
On many levels, humans have lost connection with the
Earth – through behaviours such as over-consumption
and careless pollution, but also on a physical level. Many
of us spend the majority of our days in concrete buildings,
vehicles and synthetic footwear, with very little time (if
any) spent directly connected to the Earth.
With spring weather upon us, it’s the perfect time of year

to kick off your shoes and go barefoot. If your feet aren’t
used to the pressure and textures, go slowly, start on
softer surfaces like grass. Before you know it you could be
jogging through Navan barefoot and free!
We are so very fortunate to live in a rural setting with vast
green spaces, so why not reconnect with Mother Earth and
give grounding a try?
Your barefoot neighbour, Jackie

Navan-Vars United Church Fundraiser
Why not let Mom pick out her own
MOTHER’S DAY FLOWERS this year!

Community helping community...
Buy a PLANTE’S GIFT CARD
from NAVAN-VARS UNITED CHURCH
and support 2 local establishments
$50 Gift Cards are
ON SALE NOW!
Send an email entitled “BLOOMS”
to NVUCfundraising@gmail.com
or call (613) 852-3816

Articles or announcements must be submitted to navannugget@navan.on.ca by the 20th of the month to be included in next month’s issue.

What a wonderful place in which we have chosen to live.

